Poster Display Added to the 2017 Annual Summit Activities

We Want YOU to Participate!
Read on for information on how to present a poster

Where and When? — We’ll display the posters in the Exhibit Hall during the Monday evening reception. During this session the creators won’t be there and you can peruse the posters as carefully as you like. During the Tuesday evening reception the creators will be on hand to answer questions.

Topics — Anything related to Dangerous Goods.

Who may present a poster? — We encourage everyone to present a poster. But no blatant advertisements, please, and yes, multiple entries are encouraged.

Prizes — We’ll have small prizes in the following or similar categories: Craziest Graphics, Long-Overdue Discussion of This Topic, Most Unexpected, Most-Thought Provoking, Best Conversation Starter, and Most Educational. (Everyone is welcome to suggest prize categories!)

How does one submit a poster? — Any form up to 2’ x 3’ (24” x 36”) that can be displayed on an easel or portable bulletin board will be accepted. Any style from rudimentary to fancy is fine. Stiff-backed is preferred, but flimsy is acceptable, as long as you know we will clip and/or pin and/or tape it to a rigid background. We want to know by October 8th that you’re going to submit a poster, (Gene@WEtrainConsulting.com and GCooley@DGAC.org), but we will accept the posters themselves as late as the Sunday Night Social the night the Summit begins. If we end up with too many posters, DGAC reserves the right to select which ones get displayed, but we don’t anticipate this happening. DGAC also reserves the right to reject entries deemed in our sole judgment to be inappropriate for the Summit. You can bring your poster(s) with you, or you can go online and arrange for it to be printed locally at FedEx Office, 1601 Crystal Square Arc, Arlington, VA where you can pick it up or we’ll do it for you on Sunday, Oct 22.

BONUS! — If you submit an electronic copy of your poster, we’ll include it in the post-conference materials, too.